Individual Lessons: intensive one-to-one tuition tailored to
the student’s language priorities
Our individual lessons perfectly complement the group programme:






Each 60-minute lesson is tailored by our skilled
teachers to meet the student’s exact language
needs and priorities
An intensive, one-to-one focus that boosts
students’ confidence, allowing them to make
maximum progress
Lessons can target any area of language learning,
for example grammar, vocabulary building, listening
skills, essay writing or pronunciation




Lessons can also focus on subject-specific content
such as English Literature or History
We are flexible on the number and frequency of the
lessons so students can tailor them around the rest of
their programme


Our Individual Lessons have received an average score of

9/10 from our students!

Case Study 1: A Grammar Focus
Student A was an extremely fluent English speaker, who had never
learned formal grammar. He was worried about getting good grades in
his school-leaving exams.
We used his individual lessons to work extensively on his grammar,
filling in gaps in his knowledge and then giving him new, more advanced
structures.

“I think that my English level and my skills improved a lot.”
Case Study 2: A Literature Focus
Student B was preparing to study at an English university. She wanted to
concentrate on English literature so she could discuss texts comfortably with
native English speakers.
Before her stay, we selected key books from her reading list. During her
individual lessons we analysed them together, helping with both her spoken
and written language skills.

Student B gave her Individual Lessons a score of 10/10.
Case Study 3: A Fluency Focus
Thirteen-year-old Student C had been learning English for a year. His basic
grammar was good, but he found it difficult to have a conversation in English.
In his individual lessons, Student C practised the English he needed for
everyday situations. He also learned how to start and continue a conversation
in English with his friends.
“I want to come back next year. It's a really good school with really good teachers.”

